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Abstract. It is inevitable that all the softwares, whatever it is new or used for decades, are suffering 
from vulnerabilities. However, the vulnerabilities is being hailed as the biggest security issue in the 
security industry. The discovery of Shellshock bug makes a new understanding for the basic 
software. In this paper, we mainly investigate the principle of Shellshock bug, and also analyze the 
Hacker’s behavior of using this bug,Finally the solution is given. 

Introduction 
Shellshock bug is discovered in the most famous software GNU Bash in September 2014 (CVE-

2014-6271). The Bash version of Shellshock bug exists in Red Hat, CentOS, Ubuntu, Fedora, 
Amazon Linux, OS X 10.10, meanwhile, the effect of Shellshock is included but not limited to the 
widely used Bash of Unix, Linux, Mac OS X, due to the widespread usage of Bash in the operation 
system, which really threat the data supervised by these operation systems[1]. 

How the Shellshock bug is born? 
If one want to understand the principle of Shellshock bug, it is better to know how Bash deals 

with their variables, environment variables and environment variables functions. 
How Bash deal with variables 
GNU Bash has defined the variables via its port in order to improve users’ operation ability. The 

format of the variable is defined as follows: "variables name=value”. The father process of Bash 
variable is able to transmit to their child process or not? Here, the father process is the Shell port. 
Once the current port is typed Bash command, then the child Bash process is created, and type exit, 
the child process is ended. The specific result is shown in Fig. 1-1. 

 
Fig. 1-1 Bash variables 

Note: echo is used to print its parameter in Bash,  if one variable is printed, it is necessary to add’ 
$’ in the front of the variable. As shown in Fig. 1-1, define a variable test in Bash, the value is test 
bash, then use echo to print the test variable, next use bash to create a child process, and try to print 
the $test variable, no return value is available. The reason why it happens is that a new bash child 
process is created, but the value of the variable is still in the father process. How to read the 
variables, next, lets see how bash deal with the environment variables. 

(1) How Bash deal with environment variables 
When you open a new Shell conversation, some variables are prepared for use, all these 

variables are called environment variables. If you want to visit the $test variable in the child process, 
the export command can be used to change the variable to environment variables, shown in Fig. 1-2. 
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Fig. 1-2  how bash deal with environment variable 

(2) Bash function and environment variables 
In this subsection, we will introduce how bash deal with function and environment variables. In 

bash, it is so convenient to create a function in Bash. Then whether the function created by Bash in 
the father process can be inherited by child process, actually, it can be illustrated by Fig.1-3, similar 
to variable, the function in the father process can not be inherited. 

 
Fi.1-3 how bash deal with function 

Based on Fig.1-3, mark x as environment variable, then we can get the result shown in Fig.1-4. 

 
Fig.1-4Bash put function in the environment variable 

From Fig.1-4, create a function named X, and put X in the environment variables, then it is 
possible to run the X function. 

(3) turn string as function and then run 
First, this command: newfunction='() { echo  ‘testbash’;}'，seems to define a variable named 

newfunction, actually its value is the string parameter, in particular this string parameter define a 
function structure. Tested by Fig.1-5, the result is shown below. 

 
Fig.1-5Bash deal with the function with strings 

Turn the string shown in Fig.1-5 to the environment variable, and open a new Bash process 
shown in Fig.1-6, consequently, the newfunction is seems to run echo ‘testbash’.  

 
Fig.1-6turn string into environment variable 

Next input the command shown in Fig.1-7 
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Fig.1-7 turn special string to environment variable 

As shown in Fig.1-7, when the special string is turned into environment variables, the 
environment variables is then turned into function. The new Bash process is started and analyzed 
the environment variable and run it, the result is shown in Fig.1-8. 

 
Fig.1-8 the result that the special string is turned into environment variable  

Generally speaking, Bash not only can change shell variable into environment variable, but also 
is able to change shell function as environment variable. If the version is less or equal to 4.3, then 
bash can use the function name as the environment variable name. The string started with ‘( ) {’ is 
used as the value of the environment variable. The Shellshock bug lies in the moment that Bash 
deals with such kind of function environment variable, but it did not ended with ‘}’, however it 
always runs the command behind shell. In other words, bash script can result in the logical error 
when analyzing some special string. 

Threat of Web field from Shellshock bug 
Shellshock bug is soon used by hackers in the web service, they turn the inner bug into the one 

which can use shell server to get the valuable information via CGI port. 
     Use shellshock bug via CGI. 

How to use shellshock bug via CGI? 
First, we need to find the CGI script in the web, shown as follows: 
GET http://help.tenpay.com/cgi-bin/helpcenter/help_center.cgi?id=20HTTP/1.1 
The simplest way is available for reader is to use google and type "filetype:cgi inurl:cgi-bin 

site:jp" to get the CGI script in the web. It is reported that there exist 6 to 8 bugs in every 500 
searches. 

As descriped before, the server can use python, Perl and other analysis software to run and 
feedback to the client Response. Therefore, the readers can insert the bash command in the http 
request, shown as follows: 

() { :;}; wget http://www.myvps.org/testvul.sh 
If the bash analysis of the server has such a bug, then the WGET will run, a malicious 

“testvul.sh” file is downloaded to this server. The whole test request is shown below: 
GET /cgi-bin/helpcenter/help_center.cgi?id=20 HTTP/1.1  
Host: help.tenpay.com  
User-Agent: () { :;}; /usr/bin/wget http://myvps.org/remember_client_ip.php 
Accept: */* 
Referer: http://www.baidu.com 
Connection: keep-alive 
The implementation process is shown as Fig.2-1 
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Fig.2-1the diagram of implementation process 

 Hacker send GET request to the destination server CGI router. 
 The destination server analyze the GER request, and the parameter following the User-

Agent, bash translator implement the later command. 
 The destination server WGET go to the Hackers’ server to download the script file 
 The hackers’ server will remember this IP address 
 The hacker read their own history to check whether the destination visit, if ture, then we can 

make sure that the IP address has such kind of bug. Surely, this script can be a webshell, 
then the hacker can easily take advantage of shellshock bug to get the remote access control 
of the server. 

 
Bypass SSH Passwordless Log-in restriction script. 
SSH Passwordless Log-in is frequently used when an application log in operating systems. For 

example, SSH Passwordless Log-in is required before setting Hadoop (Hadoop is a distributed 
system infrastructure developed by Apache Foundation). The principle of user log-in authentication 
is based on the asymmetric key in cryptography. A pair of public/private key will first be generated 
in log-in system and then be transferred to log-in sever.When user log-in through SSH, the system 
will automatically match the public and private key to authenticate. The following example will 
present and explain how to use bash vulnerabilities to bypass SSH Passwordless Log-in restriction. 

1) Environment establishment 
First we need to build two Linux server, one is used as server, another is used as SSH client. 

Supposed  that the server has the shellshock bug, in order to make sure the connection between the 
server and the client, the client can log-in the server by sing the SSH server. 

In this experiment, a user named as phc is created in the server: 
 

Where /home/phc is the list of the user. /bin/bash is the definite list of the bash shell. The 
meaning of the parameter is named the shell translator of the phc user. Refer to the password to 
make sure whether the user is added or not: 

 
Make sure the ssh server is open: 

 
Also, we need to make sure the sshd config of the server is allowed to be logged in via password 

less way before configuration (the route of sshd confide is: /etc/ssh/sshd_config) 

The Client 

Hackers’ server 

CGI interface 

Existed vulnerabilities 
of BASH Interpreter 

Run WGET 

Download the script file 
of the hackers’ server 

The server which existed  
vulnerabilities 

Send GET request 
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If ‘#’ is found in the front of sshd_config, delete ‘#’ and save the file as sshd_config. 
2)Configure authentication key 
Practically, users log in to opened SSH server with user-name and password. In order to 

complete the experiment ,reader need to configure authentication key to log in without password. 
SSH public key authentication generate a pair of key via asymmetric encryption algorithm . The 
private key is stored in client (attacker side), public key is stored in server(victim side) running SSH. 

The attacker side generate public and private key required ,then, enter the command “ssh-keygen 
-t rsa”. After pressing “ENTER”, user will be allowed to choose where to save key and whether to 
use key protection or not, just press “ENTER” all the way .  

After key had been generated, private key is stored in file “/home/phc/.ssh/id_rsa”, while public 
key is stored in file “/home/phc/.ssh/id_rsa.pub”. 

Next will send the public key to victim side, namely,server. Various ways can be used, such as 
sending public key to SSH server through FTP, or sending through SSH directly. In this passage, 
we choose the later one, which is relatively simpler. 

 
The command above can write public key into file “authorized_keys” ,which is required during 

SSH authentication. Of course, the phc user’s password should be entered. 
Fig.2-2 shows the file “authorized_keys” which exists in server. 

 

 
Fig.2-2 file "authorized_keys” 

To meet the strict permission mechanism of Linux, we should modify the permission of .ssh 
directory and file “authorized_keys” as shown in Fig. 2-3: 

 

 

 
Fig. 2-3 modify directory and permission   

To test at attacker side,as shown in Fig. 2-4: 

 
Fig.  2-4 log-in test 
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From above, we successfully log in to victim side. Readers can improve the command: 
 

 
Fig. 2-5 improve command 

From Fig. 2-5,we know that SSH also allow command to be executed as parameters after SSH 
log-in. 

3) Bypass the vulnerable authentication with shellshock bug  
It is quite convenient to configure SSH log-in without entering user-name and password, which 

also brings some security issues. In order to limit users operations, some scripts command are 
allowed in SSH, such as adding a script to key authentication, as shown in Fig. 2-6： 

 

Fig.2-6 add script to key authentication 
 

script contents: 
#!/bin/bash 
set $SSH_ORIGINAL_COMMAND 
if [ SSH_ORIGINAL_COMMAND = “data” ] 
then 
  exec “$@” 
else 
   echo ‘you naughty,youcannot execute it’ 
fi 
The  only command that script allows SSH to enter is "date" .If you input other commands, it 

will prompt  "you naughty, you cannnot execute it". 
Executing the script after having created it,the command is: chmod +x script.sh. 
Having executed the limited script, reader logs in again with “ssh shellshock@192.168.1.105 

uname”, as shown in Fig. 2-7: 
 

 

Fig. 2-7 log-in 
From Fig. 2-7,we know that the users action are still restricted. However, bash 

vulnerabilities still work when bypassing the control script. The commands are used as Fig. 2-
8: 

 

Fig 2-8. use vulnerabilities to bypass control script 
From picture above,we know that command "uname” executed again. User bypasses the control 

script and executes the command which was previously restricted. 
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Detection and solution of Shellshock bug 
 How to check whether there exists Shellshock bug in the computers. 
1) local command method 
If  the version of GNU Bash for current users is lower than version 4.3 or the below command 

are shown, also return the results given by Fig. 3-1, consequently, it is proved that there is 
Shellshock bug. 

 
Fig. 3-1 local command detection 

2) through CGI detection 
The detailed method can be refer to the section 2.1, moreover the test process is also the 

detection process.  
 Solution. 
Regarding different system, the corresponding solutions are provided by the factor. Most of them 

are Different solutions for the various systems are list as table 1. 
 

Table1 The implement command of different system[4][5] 
System name Command 

centos 
yum clean all  
yum makecache  
yum -y update bash 

ubuntu apt-get update  
apt-get -y install --only-upgrade bash 

Debian（7.5  64bit && 32bit ） apt-get update  
apt-get -y install --only-upgrade bash 

Debian（6.0.x 64bit   ） 
wget http://mirrors.aliyun.com/debian/pool/main 
/b/bash/bash_4.1-3+deb6u2_amd64.deb &&  dpkg -i 
bash_4.1-3+deb6u2_amd64.deb 

Debian（6.0.x 32bit   ） 
wget http://mirrors.aliyun.com/debian/pool/main 
/b/bash/bash_4.1-3+deb6u2_i386.deb &&  dpkg -i bash_4.1-
3+deb6u2_i386.deb 

aliyun linux（5.x 64bit） 
wget http://mirrors.aliyun.com/centos/5/updates/x86_64 
/RPMS/bash-3.2-33.el5_10.4.x86_64.rpm && rpm -Uvh 
bash-3.2-33.el5_10.4.x86_64.rpm 

aliyun linux（5.x 32bit） 
wget http://mirrors.aliyun.com/centos/5/updates 
/i386/RPMS/bash-3.2-33.el5_10.4.i386.rpm  && rpm -Uvh 
bash-3.2-33.el5_10.4.i386.rpm 

opensuse 
zypper clean 
zypper refresh 
zypper update -y bash 
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Summary 
Recently, it is found that there are numerous bugs in the basic softwares, however, some bugs 

are disastrous once found. Seemingly, there is no perfect software which have not vulnerabilities. 
Facing such an awkward situation, how to improve the detection mechanism is becoming essential. 
Therefore, decreasing the impact of the vulnerabilities is our future research direction[6].   
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